Biodynamics

CHARLIE ARNOTT
REGEN FARMING & EDUCATION

A 2 day introductory workshop
Presented by Hamish Mackay with Charlie Arnott

BATHURST, NSW 22-23 AUGUST
Biodynamics is a cost effective method of producing high quality plants, food and fibre with
regenerative ecological outcomes.
Proven for nearly a century all over the world,
biodynamic methods promote the creation of
organic matter, enriching and deepening topsoil and
significantly improving its ability to retain water and
achieve fertility and balance.

Applicable to home gardeners, horticulture, small
intensive cropping systems, broad acre farming and
animal production, if you would you like to learn how
biodynamic practice is different from organic gardening
and permaculture methods then this course is for you.

An Introduction to Biodynamics brings together the
art and science of agriculture, teaching participants
how biodynamic preparations contribute to the soil
food web and introduce practical aspects needed to
apply biodynamics:

** This workshop will provide you with the foundation
to attend a follow on Biodynamics Preparation Making
Workshop. At the Biodynamic Preparation Making
Workshops held each Spring and Autumn you will learn
how to make season specific biodynamic preparations.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The life of the soil
Creating fertility in your soil
Managing your natural resources
Practical use of the biodynamic preparations
Developing risk management: Weeds, Pests,
Diseases
Meeting climate change challenges: Drought,
Flood, Carbon sequestration

How much does it cost?

Hamish and Charlie together will lead you through
the two day interactive, hands on program. Course
cost includes, catering (2 x lunch, 2 x morning tea,
2 x afternoon tea), subscription to the quarterly
Biodynamics 2024 webinar, access to the closed
Biodynamics Alumni Facebook group.

Hamish Mackay

Hamish has been working with biodynamics
for 45 years and presents biodynamics
in a practical and relatable format. Each
workshop is a unique collaborative and
interactive learning experience guided by
participants interests and curiosities.

Charlie Arnott

Charlie is an award winning grazier and
educator who started his Regenerative
Farming journey 15 years ago. Charlie is a
proud advocate of Regenerative Ag and
Biodynamics. His 5000 acre property is run
using Biodynamic methods.

Early bird ticket: $550 pp

About Rahamim Ecology Centre

Multiple participants $440 pp

Rahamim Ecology Centre is an environmental education,
spirituality and advocacy ministry of the Sisters of
Mercy providing innovative educational programs and
opportunities that promote a new understanding of the
universe, science and theology.

Book and pay in full by 28/07/2019
From one family or business

Intro to Biodynamics Graduate repeat: $160
Single person $660 pp From 29/07/2019
Ecology Centre,
Location: Rahamim
34 Busby St, South Bathurst NSW 2795

Questions? 02 6385 3217 / contact@charliearnott.com.au
Book online at www.charliearnott.com.au

Book Online www.CharlieArnott.com.au

